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Deeper Dive
A CHIC POOL HOUSE GIVES A NOD TO ITS HORSE-FARM PAST 

BY ELENA BOWES | PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVID MCCAUGHAN

Outdoor Oasis (right, top to bottom) 
The terrace adds an outdoor room 
to the pool house with its summery 
Country Casual Teak furniture and 
lighting from Cape Cod Lanterns.  
A copper outdoor shower is from  
Orca Living. See Resources.

Make A Splash (above) Steven 
Kalur designed the extra-long 
pool using charcoal-colored tiles 
to give the pool a watering-hole 
feel that blends well with the 
pool house. See Resources.
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The Big Reveal 
Barn doors 

(right) made 
from reclaimed 

Canadian timber 
slide open to the 

stylish pool house 
built by Kinney 

Woodworking. The 
wood fence (below) 

surrounding the 
pool area adds to 

the horse-farm  
aesthetic.  

See Resources.

Practical Magic 
(opposite page) 

An RH sectional 
doubles as a bed. 

Pool-friendly, 
kid-friendly 

choices were 
used throughout—
Perennials Fabrics 

on the ottoman, 
rug from Appletree 
Design Depot and 
swivel-chair mate-

rial through Kravet. 
See Resources.
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THE OWNERS OF THIS PROPERTY IN KENT 
were originally drawn to the 21-acre horse farm because it satisfied two desires: 
It was on flat land and had stunning, uninterrupted views over the hills and 
valleys of northwest Connecticut. “Usually, it’s a tradeoff. You either get the 
flat land or the views. But you don’t get both,” notes the homeowner.

They were also enamored with the old-fashioned feel of the farm—wooden 
barns and fences, plus old stone walls. “I liked the rundown, charming part 
of the property,” says the homeowner. “We did the house first. Then when we 
did the pool, we wanted to have a rustic barn feel. The barn still had the old 
horse stables and rotted floors.”

They hired Litchfield County architect Steven Kalur of F+H Architec-
tural Design & Associates and his interior designer wife, Claudia Kalur of 
CFK Interiors, to design a pool house. Steven suggested that they convert the 
barn instead. “But I cautioned them,” explains Steven, “that when you start 
with an existing structure, you can discover things that make it really expen-
sive or unfeasible. In trying to dig and build a foundation, we immediately 
found lead, ground water, plus the larger of the two structures was leaning 
badly. We had a come-to-Jesus moment.”

So they decided to start from scratch yet retain the character of the previ-
ous structure. “We rebuilt an old barn, even though we took it down to the 
studs,” says the homeowner. “That wasn’t part of the plan.”

The homeowners wanted the structure to be a year-round spot for their 
young family of five—a pool house in the summer and a cozy entertainment 
area in the winter. Although they used the property primarily as a weekend 
retreat from their downtown Manhattan loft, the family moved here full-
time—at least for now—when Covid-19 struck.

On approach, the pool house looks like a barn with two big doors. “We 
wanted people who drove into the property to see exactly what they saw 
before,” says Claudia. But roll those doors back, and French doors reveal an 
airy, bright pool house, terrace and sublime dark pool beyond. 

“We wanted it to be a happy and bright space, kid friendly, pool house-y 
but not totally,” says Claudia, who used cheerful, outdoor fabrics throughout. 
“It’s also a place that the kids come to in the winter and feel like they are 



MODERN
inside a playhouse with a fully functional kitchen, bathroom and shower.” A zip 
line and fort are stationed nearby, while another barn houses a basketball court. 
On snowy winter days, the kids trek to the pool house after sledding and read 
or watch movies on a large-screen TV. 

The finishes give a nod to the original barn: Reclaimed timber from Que-
bec (100–120 years old) is used to clad both of the barn buildings. Inside, pine 
planks are nailed horizontally to the walls with hemp rope in between the 
planks, a classic barn construction used to store grain—the rope prevents grain 
from spilling through the cracks. 

A ladder hidden in a closet leads to a “hayloft” where the children like to lie 
on bean bags with their friends. A realistic-looking Dutch door has been fixed to 
one wall, where, in a past life, a door was used to move horses from the running 
shed to their stalls. Reclaimed beams hold the building together structurally. In 
the kitchen, floating shelves are crafted from the same reclaimed Canadian wood.

“I don’t like seeing reclaimed timber tossed into a building willy-nilly in 
an attempt to make it look authentic,” notes Steven. “I am very specific that if 
something like that goes into my building, it should be doing its job.”

What’s next for this evolving estate? An apple orchard is in the works. ✹
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A LADDER HIDDEN IN A CLOSET LEADS TO A “HAYLOFT” WHERE 
THE CHILDREN LIKE TO LIE ON BEAN BAGS WITH THEIR FRIENDS

Sense Of Place (this page) Family photos taken on the property and framed by KMR Arts personalize the games area. A secret ladder is hidden in the closet for kids 
to climb up to their “hayloft.” Pool-House Panache (opposite page, clockwise from top left) Blue metal chairs from Etsy surround a Saarinen table through Design 
Within Reach. A faucet from Waterworks adds interest. Cheery blue and green fabrics from Kravet brighten the games area. Wall pegs help keep the space tidy. No 
one can resist refreshing iced tea by the pool. Glass bell jar sconces from Berkshire Lighting Gallery complement the custom vanity in the bathroom. See Resources.
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